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Metal hydrides and in particular intermetallic hydrides, can be modified
in ways so as to make them truly useful. Binary metal hydrides have of course
been known for a very long time, but it was not until about ten years ago, with
the discovery of the AB5 compounds, at the Philips Laboratories in Eindhoven,
that intermetallic hydrides with the following unusual and potentially useful
properties began to be developed: (1) the hydrogen dissociation pressures are
one to several atmospheres near ambient temperatures: (2) the kinetics of
absorption and desorption are extremely rapid, in many cases being limited by
the heat transfer character! sties of the materials; (3) the reactions are thermally
reversible; (4) the amount of hydrogen stored in these materials is very large,
approaching in many cases the volumetric density of liquid hydrogen itself. The
inter-metallic hydrides are therefore essentially unique in all of chemistry,
particularly in displaying thermally reversible reactions with good kinetics.
Thefr ability to store very large amounts of hydrogen is an added bonus.

Sometime ago, intermetallic hydrides of the AB5 type, exemplified by
LaNisHg, began to be examined for chemical heat pump systems. To make such a
system practical, it is essential to have available a pair of metal hydrides
possessing very specific properties. A chemical heat pump operating in a temp-
erature regime convenient, for example, for solar energy applications requires
hydrides with enthalpies limited to a very narrow range of values between 7 and
10 kcal/mole of hydrogen absorbed.

Intermetallic hydrides of the AB5 type, because they are composed of elements
forming one stable and one unstable binary hydride, have enthalpies in the range
valid for chemical heat pumps. Relationships can be derived that equate the square
of the intermediate or rejection temperature, (T m), with the product of the high
(ih) and low (T"|) temperatures, T^ = Tf, x T"[. Furthermore, AHmj/AHm^ = Th/Tm
where AHm-j and AHm2 are enthalpies of hydriding of the hydride pair. ' Accordingly,
a rejection temperature of 50°C, and a high temperature of 109°, fixes the low
temperature at 0°C. One hydride has to have an enthalpy of 8.3 kcal/mole if the
other hydride has an enthalpy of 7 kcal/mole. If AHm? is chosen to be that of
LaNi5H5, then the other hydride has to have an enthalpy of 8.3 kcal/mole in order
to operate the heat pump with an optimum CO.P. in this temperature regime. The
lower the temperature from which one wishes to pump heat, the higher the input
temperature and the higher the enthalpy of the second hydride has to be . For
pumping from -10°C, the enthalpy of the second hydride would have to be 8.6 kcal/mole
while for pumping from »20°C, it would have to be 8.9 kcal/mole of H2 absorbed.

*Work performed under the auspices of the Office of Basic Energy Sciences,
Division of Materials Sciences, U. S. Department of Energy.
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These examples illustrate how closely one needs to control the thermodynamic
properties of the pair of hydrides in order to use them in an optimal fashion in
a chemical heat pump. One therefore needs to be able to "manufacture" hydrides
having appropriate enthalpies and entropies and the scheme for doing this is
described below.

The logarithm of the hydrogen dissociation pressures turns out to be a
linear function of the crystallographic cell volume. This correlation has been
observed not only in the AB5 system, but in other intermetallic hydride systems
as well. The element Al substitutes for Ni in LaNi*5 and is particularly effective
in increasing the cell volume of LaNis because Al atoms are larger than Ni atoms.
The cell volume for the composition LaNisAl relative to LaNis is larger by some
4 to 5 percent. Such Al containing ternaries have substantially lower hydrogen
decomposition pressure than LaNi5: ^1 atm at 48°C for LaNi'4.6Alo.4 compared to
^5 atm for LNi

A systematic study showed that the enthalpy of hydriding is a linear function
of the Al content. It is possible then to change the hydrogen dissociation
pressure at some given temperature by almost three orders of magnitude by going
from LaNi'5 to LaNi3.5Al].5 in a continuous fashion, providing a sensitive means
of control over a parameter which is so important for heat pump applications.
Analogous work on all of the Group IIIA and IVA elements shows them to behave
similarly to Al, as substituents for Ni in LaNi*5. By changing the chemical com-
position of the hydrides, the thermodynamic properties and therefore, the hydrogen
dissociation pressures, of the AB5 compounds can now be "tailored" in quite a
precise fashion.

Another and totally different application of hydride "tailoring" is in the
area of hydrogen getters. One frequently needs to pump hydrogen down to very
low partial pressures in vacuum systems, and one may employ a hydrogen getter for
this purpose. The materials suitable for such an application must have very
special characteristics. Many elements and compounds form stable hydrides but
very few of them perform the functions of "bulk" getters which implies an ability
to absorb hydrogen at ambient temperatures with good kinetics- A material that
has been available commercially as a bulk hydrogen getter is ST-1O1, an alloy of
IT and Al made by SAES Getters, in Milan, Italy.

A new family of hydrogen getters based on Laves phase hydrides gives one a
similar kind of flexibility in terms of hydrogen pumping in vacuum systems that one
now has in chemical heat pump applications. ZrV2 forms a well-known Laves phase
hydride. Replacing some of the V in ZrV2 with Cr, decreases the cell volume, thus
increasing the hydrogen dissociation pressures. One is therefore able to modify
the thermodynamics of hydrogen absorption in a very well defined way, for the
Laves phase hydrides. Very similar observations were also made with Fe substitu-
tions. In another sense, the situation with the Laves phase hydrides is quite
different than in the case of the AB5's because the former do not display an
alpha-beta phase transformation. A continuous range of solid solutions exists as
hydrogen is added to ZrV2 preserving the alpha phase over the entire composition
range. Consequently there is no plateau region and the pressure continuously
increases with increasing H/M ratio.

The pressures sre however in a very convenient and interesting range for
particular getter applications. The Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor (TFTR) now under
construction at the Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory near Princeton, New Jersey



is designed to demonstrate break-even fusion. In this machine one needs to
getter hydrogen isotopes to minimize hydrogen recycling. Both deuterium and,
in the later stages of operation of this machine, tritium as well need to be
pumped. Since the gettering is being done in the torus of the Tokamak, one
would like the temperature at which the regeneration takes place to be,
say 400°C. One therefore searches for a material that can getter hydrogen at
200°C and which could be regenerated at 400°. The Laves phase ternary hydrides
appear to be good candidates for performing this task.

Metal hydrides, apart from their usefulness, are among the most fascinating
substances on which to do scientific research. These materials can be expected
to play an increasingly important role In a variety of applications due in
no small measure to the newly developed ability to modify the thermodynamics
of the hydriding reactions in a controlled way.

The examples duscussed above suggest that the cell volume-free energy
correlation is generally applicable to metal hydride systems. If this turns
out to be the case, ternary and quarternary substitutions will provide a wide
range of possibilities for manipulating alloy compositions in such a way as to
confer the desired thermodynamic properties on a specific hydride chosen to
perform a particular task.
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